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LINKS OF INTEREST… 

Tipster Champions League 
Daily Blog Updates 
Racecards & Ratings 
App For iOS 
App For Android 
BetFan TV 
Become A Tipster 
Become An Affiliate 
Help & Support 
Bet World Reviews 
ZapTips 

SOCIAL MEDIA LINKS… 

Facebook 
Twitter 
Google Plus 
Youtube 

GOOD MORNING! 
Today’s free tips are courtesy of Declan 
O'Donoghue - Irish Racing, ARH 
Racing and Nap Investor.


Yours In Sport,


BetFan.com 
ZapTips.co.uk 

CLICK HERE!

TODAY’S SPORTS BETTING TIPS… 
1 - Each Way Bet - 18:40 Kempton (A.W) - Glastonbury Song @ 20/1 

2 - Win Bet - 13:50 Chepstow - Soiesauvage @ 9/4 

3 - Win Bet - 13:30 Hexham - The Dubai Way @ 15/8  
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Howard’s Eye-Catchers & Racing Hottie - By Howard Davis


We had three days of exciting racing at Cheltenham last weekend and there might 
have been one or two clues for the Festival next March although a lot can happen in 
jump racing in a week never mind months.


As I have documented before the national hunt racing cards are of high quality most 
weekends but the rest of the weeks cards are mostly less than average. Thank 
goodness for the all weather tracks Newcastle and Wolverhampton on the tapeta, 
Lingfield, Kempton and Chelmsford on poly track and don’t forget Southwell on its 
deep fibresand.


I actually prefer the artificial surfaces to turf as far as betting is concerned as the form 
seems to be more consistent. Also you don’t have to worry about the state of the 
ground too much although unlike turf when it rains you usually find the surface 
tightens up and rides faster.


Today is a typical example with the best card on Kemptons poly track which includes 
some well contested 2 year old races, good handicaps and a mile listed event for 
some classy individuals.


I will play Howie’s Hottie in the listed race at 6.40 on the Ed Walker trained Stormy 
Antarctic who will have Jamie Spencer in the saddle. The horse is the highest rated 
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and although he carries a small penalty for a win in France he normally races in higher 
grade and if Jamie finds the gaps he will be hard to beat.


EYE-CATCHERS 
ARTIFICIAL SURFICES 

Belle DE Lawers trainer J.Bethell - I didn’t think the horse stayed 2 miles and a drop in 
trip might help.


Gatillo trainer Julia Feilden - Stayed on after a slowish start at Southwell and can 
improve especially on that surface.


JUMPS 

Poker School trainer I Williams - Didn’t jump with any fluency but was only beaten in a 
photo. If he brushes up his jumping he will be hard to beat.


Starchitect trainer D.Pipe - Finished 2nd in the big handicap chase at Cheltenham and 
would have won but for two mistakes at the last two fences.


LePrezien trainer P.Nicholls - Ran in the same race as the above and might be worth a 
try over shorter as just ran out of petrol up the Cheltenham hill on the other hand it 
might have been the heavy ground.


CLICK HERE For Howard's Betting Opportunity! 

Away Wins For Both English Clubs In The Champions 
League - By Rick Elliott


If Manchester United play Basel 100 times away from home would you expect them 
to win more or less than half of those matches? United are Evens to win tonight’s 
Champions League fixture in Switzerland. The away side have won 14 of their last 18 
matches and have a perfect record in their section to date. UNITED need one more 
point to qualify for the knockout stages but can pick up all three by beating Basel 
tonight and you can back that outcome at even money with William Hill. 


Qarabag play in Baku which is the capital city of Azerbaijan. The country has a 
population of 2.166 million and 11 of those will be starting tonight’s home Champions 
League fixture against Chelsea. The visitors cannot afford to lose but its worth bearing 
in mind that Qarabag have lost only one home fixture in all competitions since 
February. However, Chelsea won the reverse tie 6-0 in London and even though the 
margin of victory won’t be as big CHELSEA can win the match at 1/3. 
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Roma visit Atletico Madrid in the same group and the home side are winless after four 
matches. Atletico have not scored more than one goal in their last 10 matches so a 
DRAW is the likely outcome (13/5 with Betfair). Italian football is in shock as the 
national team have not qualified for the World Cup. Juventus will be trying to restore 
some pride against Barcelona at home. Juve have conceded in eight of their last nine 
fixtures and BARCELONA can beat them tonight. 


Standout Racing Bet of The Day - By Rick Elliott


Amongst some ordinary racing at three meetings over the jumps today Kempton 
stages moderate fare on the All Weather tonight but there is a race worth over 
£22,000 to the winner (6.40pm). In terms of prize money this race sticks out like a sore 
thumb and one horse catches the eye. So Beloved is on a long losing run but has 
been placed in Group 1 company and that is outstanding form. The horse has the 
class to prevail at this level so the standout racing bet of the day is SO BELOVED at 
8/1 with William Hill.
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